Helping Young Children Learn About Differences

One of the most wonderful things about young children is their abundant curiosity; it only makes sense that children would be curious about each other as well. In most early childhood settings, children have many opportunities to explore both similarities and differences with other children of varied abilities. Let’s look at a few ideas that you can use to help children learn to understand and celebrate differences as well as similarities in the people around them.

It is important to realize that children look to you as a model for how to act in unfamiliar situations. They will mirror your attitudes toward other children whether you reflect acceptance or discomfort. It is vital, then, that you assess your own feelings about a child’s inclusion, learn to overcome any fears or concerns, and get any training you may need. If you are apprehensive or resistant about including a child in a wheelchair, it is likely that the children will also be uncomfortable and possibly even resent or dislike the child. On the other hand, if you are comfortable and matter-of-fact about including a child who uses a wheelchair, the children learn that a wheelchair is not a barrier to participation, and the child in the wheelchair can relax, be himself, and participate.

You may hope that labeling children to explain a disability will help them understand why a particular child looks or acts differently. In reality, labels explain very little to young children (or anyone else, for that matter). Being told that a child has Down syndrome, for example, does not provide any information about why the child moves or talks the way she does. Children are more interested in what the child can do and in how the child can interact with them.

Some providers try to anticipate children’s need to know by preparing them ahead of time. In fact, it is much better to give children the information they need when they need it, and children’s comments or questions clearly tell you what information they need. When a topic comes up, it is best to respond briefly, with an answer that matches the simplicity of the question. If a child asks, “Why doesn’t Jamie walk?”, you might say, His muscles are not as strong as yours or His body works differently so he gets around in his wheelchair. It is unnecessary to give more information than children ask for; instead, wait for more questions. Sometimes, you might even be able to encourage children to ask the child with the disability their question. You could say, Maybe Jamie would like to tell you himself why he doesn’t walk.

It may be difficult for children to verbalize the complexity of their feelings about people with disabilities. Very young children often do not appear to notice differences, while older children tend to freely express their curiosity or discomfort with another child’s appearance or behavior. Depending on the situation and the child, preschool children may verbalize what they are thinking or feeling; other times, their actions show they are curious or anxious.

Young children may express their thoughts in cautious reactions (avoiding a child who drools), by imitating another child’s behavior (pretending to have a seizure), or by incorporating their concerns into play (having a doll who cannot talk). Although it can be unnerving to see a child’s curiosity or discomfort played out so vividly, it provides a wonderful opportunity for you to talk about children’s feelings and offer simple explanations. By listening and watching closely, you can observe what information children may need in order to understand and be comfortable with any child.

One of your roles in supporting inclusion is to create an environment that is safe for questions and comments from the children while at the same time looking for ways to directly teach sensitivity and respect for individual differences. As young children learn about differences and similarities, they build friendships with each other which, in turn, help to create a larger community of respect.
Making It Work

Did you know that the early childhood environment—play materials, schedules, room arrangement, routines—can communicate respect for individual differences? The following narrative describing the arrangement of an early childhood program’s housekeeping area may help you visualize how that type of environment might look.

The housekeeping area is arranged so the entry way, path, and play space allow each child opportunities to become actively involved in play. Dishes, dolls, and dress-up clothes are placed on shelving that each child can see and reach—the ideal height changes according to children’s needs. And, when this group includes a child using a wheelchair, a higher child-sized table and chairs are used so everyone can fit comfortably up to the table when “dinner is served.”

The “house” is stocked with typical supplies like dishes, pots, pans, and baby dolls which address a range of abilities. The tiny set of play silverware includes large, easy to grasp pieces. One large doll has an easy to manipulate “Velcro” wardrobe. Another baby doll is made of soft, washable rubber scented with vanilla to offer a multi-sensory experience for children, especially the child with limited vision. Items like adaptive eating utensils, bolsters, and adapted chairs are often seen in the area to allow children to become familiar with items they may have a bit of apprehension or curiosity about.

Children have a choice about whether or not they play in any given area, and a range of activities—from blocks and art to books and music tapes—is always available. They readily learn to accept that one child uses a special seat to sit at circle time, another child seldom chooses to play in the house, and a third child uses sign language to communicate wherever she plays. The environment helps children feel comfortable about different kids, doing different things, in different ways, at different times.

A Child Care Provider’s Question

QUESTION: I’ve just enrolled a child with cerebral palsy. The child has severe delays, very limited motor skills, and seizures. I’m concerned about how to prepare the other children so they aren’t frightened by his behavior.

ANSWER: First, you do not need to prepare the children for the enrollment of a child with a disability by doing any more than you would for any other child who was entering your program. Young children will not understand what cerebral palsy is, and if you try to describe seizures, delayed motor skills, or different-sounding speech, you may set up a situation where the children expect to see this child as different or unusual. What you can do is prepare by learning as much as possible about the child’s abilities and disabilities. For example, find out as much as you can about the seizures so that you know how often they occur, what they look like, and what you need to do when one occurs. Discuss with coworkers what will happen if the child has a seizure during each part of your routine. If you are prepared and relaxed, the children are not likely to be afraid. They probably will, however, want to talk about it afterward, particularly if they have never seen a seizure before.

Be prepared for questions and do not be concerned if children experiment with different-sounding speech patterns, pretend that they cannot walk, or begin to role play or pretend that a favorite doll is having a seizure. These behaviors are perfectly common ways for children to learn about disabilities, and if not discouraged, they will not last long.

The key to helping young children understand each other is to talk about differences associated with a child’s disabilities only when children are ready to talk—when they ask questions or express their curiosity. Typically, children will ask an initial question that is relatively simple and easy to answer. Often this is done partly to test your reaction and gauge your response. If children see that you are willing to talk about these issues, they will generally come back to you whenever they need more information. Your job is to give children the information they need—when they need it—in a way that is calm, honest, and straightforward.